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Abstract—DRAM manufacturers have started adopting ondie error correcting coding (ECC) to deal with increasing error
rates. The typical single error correcting (SEC) ECC on the
memory die is coupled with a single-error correcting, doubleerror detecting (SECDED) ECC in the memory controller.
Unfortunately, the on-die SEC can miscorrect double-bit errors
(which would have been safely detected but uncorrected errors
in conventional in-controller SECDED) resulting in triple bit
errors more than 45% of the time. These are then miscorrected
in the memory controller >55% of the time resulting in silent
data corruption. We introduce COllaborative Memory ECC
Technique (COMET), a novel method to efficiently design either
the on-die or the in-controller ECC code, that, for the first time,
will eliminate silent data corruption when a double-bit error
happens within the DRAM. Further, we propose a collaboration
mechanism between the on-die and in-controller ECC decoders
that corrects most of the double-bit errors without adding any
additional redundancy bits to either of the two codes. Overall,
COMET can eliminate all double-bit error induced silent
data corruptions and correct almost all (99.9997%) double-bit
errors with negligible area, power, and performance impact.
Index Terms—DRAM, Error Correction Codes, ECC,
On-die ECC, Reliability, Bit-steering

Figure 1: Example showing the difference when a DBE occurs
in DRAMs with and without on-die SEC. Both systems have
in-controller SECDED. Assumption: data and parity bits that
get decoded in the controller in one cycle are sent from the
same DRAM chip across multiple beats.

detection (SECDED) code in the memory controller. Several
server and desktop class processors implement in-controller
SECDED ECC [2], [3], [12]. The main focus of in-controller
ECC is to correct errors that are visible outside the memory
chip, mostly due to failures in pins, sockets, buses, etc.
The on-die SEC code covers for all the single-bit errors
(SBE) [4], [8] within the DRAM chip. However, with
incessant memory density scaling, the rate of double-bit
errors (DBE) within the memory array is growing [23], [28],
[34]; so DBEs are no longer a rarity. However, a double
error correcting (DEC) code would incur large overheads
and negate some of the density scaling benefits. As a result,
it is not practical for DRAM manufacturers to have on-die
DEC mechanism. In today’s high reliability systems, the
rank-level in-controller ECC is expected to detect DBEs and
the system then restarts or rolls back to a checkpoint [11].
With an on-die SEC engine alongside in-controller SECDED
engine, the data pipeline now includes two error correcting
engines. This unfortunately increases the chances of silent
data corruption (SDC) when a DBE occurs in a memory
array. Let us explain this using an example.
As shown in Figure 1, without on-die SEC, the data goes
through a single round of decoding inside the memory controller where the SECDED decoder flags the DBE. Now, with

I. I NTRODUCTION
With increasing rate of scaling induced errors in
DRAM [4], [14], [22], [23], [26], [28], [34], [35], the traditional method of row/column sparing used by DRAM vendors
to tolerate manufacturing faults [17] has started to incur large
overheads. To improve yields and provide protection against
single-bit failures in the DRAM array at advanced technology
nodes, memory manufacturers have started incorporating ondie error correction coding (on-die ECC) [4], [31], [34]. The
ECC encoding/decoding happens within the DRAM chip. The
parity bits are stored in redundant storage on-chip and are not
sent out of the chip; only the actual data, post correction, is
sent out of the DRAM, making on-die ECC transparent to the
outside world. Though DRAM manufacturers do not usually
reveal their on-die ECC design and implementation, prior
works [28], [31]–[34] and industry whitepapers [4] indicate
the most commonly used scheme is (136,128) Single Error
Correcting (SEC) Hamming code [16]. This code corrects
any single-bit error that occurs in 128 bits of data with the
help of 8 bits of additional parity. On-die ECC is typically
paired with rank-level single error correction, double error
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on-die SEC, the data first goes through the SEC decoder that
only ensures protection against SBEs. For DBEs, this SEC
decoder has a >45% (on average based on 10 random SEC
constructions) chance of miscorrection resulting in a triple-bit
error. The resulting data with the triple-bit error, when sent
through the in-controller SECDED decoder, has a ∼55% (on
average, based on 10 random SECDED constructions) chance
of being falsely considered as a SBE. The SECDED decoder
would then miscorrect and silently corrupt the data. For a raw
bit error rate of 10−4 that is often seen in recent works and
industrial studies [8], [23], [28], [29], [34], we can expect
SDC once every ∼ 300,000 SECDED decoding cycles in a
system with a single DRAM chip that has on-die (136,128)
SEC and in-controller (72, 64) SECDED. Thus, on-die ECC
actually worsens memory reliability when DBEs occur in the
memory array. So, we first ask the question: Can we eliminate
DBE-induced SDCs by careful construction of either of the
two codes? In this work, we, for the first time, provide
a framework to efficiently design either the on-die SEC
code or the in-controller SECDED code in order to eliminate silent data corruption with no additional parity bits.
Our next observation is, for every 128-bits of data, with
the two ECC schemes combined, we now have 8 more
bits of parity (from on-die ECC) as compared to having
only in-controller ECC. When do these extra 8-bits really
help? They help only in the rare case when a single-bit fault
outside the memory array (e.g. link/pin failure) coincides
with an SBE in the chip. In this case, the in-controller
ECC sees only the single-bit flip introduced by the external
fault and is able to correct it. Other than that, the on-die
SEC is not improving protection on top of what the incontroller code was already doing. So, we also asked the
question: With extra 8-bits of redundancy, can we enhance
memory reliability? We further enhance the on-die SEC
construction and propose a collaborative mechanism to
now correct majority of the double-bit errors that occur
inside the memory array.
This work, Collaborative Memory ECC Technique
(COMET), makes the following key contributions:
•

•

•

•

We develop a collaborative DBE correction technique.
The SEC code needs to be designed with an additional
constraint and the memory controller needs to send a
special command with additional information once a
detectable-but-uncorrectable error (DUE) is flagged. This
collaborative technique can correct almost all (99.9997%)
DBEs while ensuring no miscorrections.
SEC-COMET implementations require no additional
parity bits, have less than 5% decoder area and latency
overheads and less than 10% decoder power overhead as
compared to the most efficient SEC construction.

II. BACKGROUND
This section provides an overview of DRAM operation,
coding theory background and comparison of ECC codes
seen in today’s DRAM-based memory subsystems.
A. DRAM Operation
Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) chip cell
stores a single bit of data in a capacitor [9], [10]. These
cells are organized in two dimensional arrays called banks.
A read/write command accesses a small subset of columns
in a row and includes multiple steps. First the entire row
is read into a row buffer using the ACTIVATE command.
Then a READ/WRITE command is sent with the column
address to initiate the data transfer. An xN DRAM chip uses
N data pins (DQs) in parallel during data transfer [25], [39].
Typically, more than one DRAM chip is accessed in parallel
to improve bandwidth and they together form a rank. A
single memory access takes multiple cycles – during each
cycle a beat of data (N bits from every chip in a rank) is
transferred. The number of beats transferred in each access
constitutes the memory burst length. The number of cycles
per access and the width of a data beat accessed in each cycle
depends on the memory device and the data access protocol.
If a rank consists of 8 x8 DRAMs and the burst length is
8 beats, it translates to 64-bits of data transfer per beat and
a total of 64B transfer per READ/WRITE command.
B. Linear Hamming Error Correcting Codes
Error correcting code (ECC) detects and/or corrects by
adding redundant parity bits to the original data. A (n,k)
Hamming code protects a k-bit dataword (original data) by encoding the data through linear transformation to form a n-bit
codeword. The number of parity bits is equal to n−k. Increasing the number of parity bits increases the minimum Hamming distance between two legal n-bit codewords. A code of
minimum distance dmin is guaranteed to correct t = b 12 (dmin −
1)c erroneous symbols. The encoding is done by multiplying
the dataword (~m) with the generator matrix G: ~mG =~c and the
resulting codeword ~c is written to memory. When the system
reads the memory address of interest, the ECC decoder hardware obtains the received codeword ~x =~c+~e. Here, ~e is an
error-vector of length n that represents where memory faults,
if any, have resulted in changed bits/symbols in the codeword.
The decoder multiplies the received codeword ~x with parity
check matrix H to calculate the error syndrome: ~s = H~xT .
The following conclusions can be drawn from the syndrome:

We provide a detailed on-die SEC code construction
technique (SEC-COMET) that completely eliminates
DBE-induced SDCs at no additional parity storage
overhead. The design technique exploits the overall
memory system architecture and steers the miscorrected
bit when a DBE occurs in such a way that the in-controller
SECDED, irrespective of its implementation, never
encounters all three bits of errors in the same decoding
cycle, thereby guaranteeing no SDC. For SEC-COMET
to be effective against SDCs, no special in-controller
SECDED construction is required. The two codes (on-die
and in-controller) can be constructed independently.
If the DRAM manufacturer does not guarantee on-die SECCOMET, we show how the in-controller SECDED can then
be specially designed to take care of SDCs. We provide a
detailed construction of the SECDED code for a given ondie SEC implementation and memory system architecture.
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s = 0: No error.
s 6= 0: Error detected; syndrome is matched with columns
of the parity check matrix H to determine the exact
bit-location of the error. If the syndrome matching is
unsuccessful, the decoder declares it as a DUE.
The syndrome is generated without any knowledge about
the exact number of errors in the received codeword. If
the number of errors exceeds the correction capability of
the code and the syndrome matching is successful it would
mean one of the following scenarios have occurred:
• s = 0: The decoder declares the codeword error-free and
all bits of errors go undetected.
• s 6= 0 and points to a bit: This bit can be one of the
erroneous bits or a non-erroneous bit. In either case, the
decoder will flag a CE and miscorrect that bit.
This leads to SDC where the decoder wrongly declares data
with errors as correct. In this work, we attempt to reduce
such SDC events when double-bit errors occur.
C. SEC vs. SECDED
Single-Error Correcting (SEC) codes (dmin = 3) correct all
possible SBEs. The columns in the parity-check matrix H of
a linear SEC code are distinct and the minimum number of
columns to form a linearly dependent set is 3. This ensures
that every legal codeword is at-least 3 bit flips away from
each other. Single-Error Correcting, Double-Error Detecting
(SECDED) codes (dmin = 4) [18] can correct all SBEs and
detect all possible DBEs. The minimum number of columns
to form a linearly dependent set in the parity-check matrix
H of a linear SECDED code is 4. Every legal codeword is
at least four bit flips away from each other. Both these codes
can correct SBEs. In case of DBEs, SEC code either declares
a DUE or miscorrects by flipping a third bit. SECDED, on
the other hand, always declares a DUE when a DBE occurs.
III. M OTIVATION
Single bit errors are still the majority of the failures
in today’s DRAMs. Hence, DRAM manufacturers have
started adopting on-die ECC for better reliability. Based
on our system level reliability analysis (details provided
in Section VI-B) we see that on-die SEC ECC helps to
reduce system failures by more than 35%. However, it
is ineffective for multi-bit errors and instead introduces
unexpected miscorrection.
A. Miscorrections by On-Die ECC
Let us consider an example of a DRAM device with
the most commonly used (136,128) SEC Hamming code.
This SEC code can correct any SBE. However, in case of
a multi-bit error, there are two possible outcomes: (1) The
errors go undetected and is equivalent to not having an
on-die ECC mechanism. (2) The multi-bit error aliases to a
single-bit error. This happens when the sum of the columns
in the H-matrix of the decoder corresponding to the error
positions is equal to another column in the matrix.
The second case is the problematic one. In order to better
understand this case, consider the following example SEC
Hexample parity-check matrix with 128 message bits and
r = 8 parity bits:
•
•

c1
c2
c3
Hexample = c4
c5
c6
c7
c8

d1
1
1
0

0

0

0

0
0

d2
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0

d3
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1

d4
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

d5 ...d127
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....

d128
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0

p1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

p2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

p3
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

p4
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

p5
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

p6
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

p7
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

p8
0
0
0

0
,
0

0

0
1

where di represents the ith data bit, p j is the jth redundant
parity bit and ck is the kth parity-check equation. Now, if a
double-bit error occurs in bits 1 and 2, the resulting codeword
c0 is equivalent to adding error patterns e1 and e2 to the
original codeword c. ei is a 136-bit vector with bit i = 1 and
all other bits = 0. By the definition of a linear block code,
H.c = 0 for all legal codewords c. Therefore, error patterns
e1 and e2 isolate columns 1 and 2 of the SEC H matrix (i.e.,
Hexample∗,1 and Hexample∗,2 ) and as shown in Equation 1, the
resulting syndrome is the sum of the two columns.
s = Hexample .c0 = Hexample .(c+e1 +e2 )
1
0 
1

0
1 
0

0
0 
0

 
  
 

0
c + 0 + 0 
 
  
 

(1)
0 = 0+Hexample∗,1 +Hexample∗,2 = 0 = Hexample∗,4
0
= Hexample .
 
  
 

0
0 
0

 
  
 

0
0
1
0
0
0

Now, the sum of columns 1 and 2 of the Hexample matrix
is equal to column 4. Therefore, the generated syndrome s
matches column 4. As a result, the decoder would consider it
as a single bit error in bit position 4 and flip it as part of its
correction mechanism. Thus, an originally double-bit error
has now become a triple-bit error. On an average (across
10 random SEC Hamming code constructions), the chances
of a DBE miscorrecting to a triple bit error is >45%. With
increasing DRAM error rates, recent studies [8], [23], [29],
[34] have shown that the probability of a DBE occurring
within the 128-bit dataword can be as high as ∼ 8×10−5 ,
which translates to a DBE every 12500 SEC decoding cycles.
Thus, the chances of a double-bit error converting to a triplebit error are also high and will only increase in the future.
B. SDC post in-controller SECDED decoding
Now let us look at the problems that arise because of this
miscorrection. SECDED code inside the memory controller
is not designed to detect more than double-bit errors. As a
result, when the (136,128) SEC on-die ECC miscorrects and
converts a DBE to a triple-bit error, there is a high probability
(greater than 50% on an average over multiple SECDED
codes) for the SECDED decoder to consider it as an SBE
and further miscorrect. This will happen when the generated
syndrome or the sum of three columns in the SECDED parity
check matrix corresponding to the erroneous bits is equal
to a fourth column. The probability of SDC depends on the
exact SECDED code and the memory data transfer protocol.
A widely used on-die ECC is (136, 128) SEC [4], [31] and
in-controller ECC is (72, 64) SECDED [24]. For the rest
of the paper, we will use these two codes for explaining our
proposed code construction mechanisms and DBE correction
technique. However, our proposed constraints can be easily
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miscorrection rate remain constant across the DRAM dies
having the exact same SEC implementation. However, the
probability of the double-bit error and the miscorrected bit
coinciding within the same in-controller 64-bit dataword
decreases with the decrease in the amount of data from each
on-die dataword that constitutes the in-controller codeword
(as shown in Figure 2). If all 64-bits come from the same
DRAM chip and, therefore, from the same 128-bit SEC
dataword, the SDC probability is > 150x higher than the
case where 16 x4 DRAM chips send 4-bits each in parallel.
In this work, we provide two possible solutions that
exploit this data access pattern to completely avoid SDCs
when DBE occurs. (1) An on-die SEC construction technique
which ensures that the miscorrected bit is steered to a
different beat. It does not require knowledge of the exact
in-controller code and is compatible with any SECDED
implementation in the controller. (2) Our alternate solution
outlines an in-controller SECDED construction technique
that ensures that none of the on-die aliasing triplets result in
SDC. However, unlike the first technique, this in-controller
SECDED construction needs to know the on-die SEC code.

Figure 2: Probability of SDC every 64-bits of SCEDED
dataword read from memory when a double-bit error occurs
in a system with (136,128) on-die SEC and (72,64) in-controller
SECDED coding schemes for different bit error rates and
data access protocols.

extended to other SEC and SECDED code constructions
with different dataword and codeword lengths.
DBEs are becoming more probable with increasing bit error
rate in the recent DRAM generations. Multiple recent experimental/industrial studies [8], [23], [29], [34] have considered
DRAM raw bit error rate (BER) as high as 10−4 . For different
memory system architectures and data access protocols, we
evaluate the probability of SDC when a DBE occurs for BERs
ranging from 10−4 to 10−8 . The result is shown in Figure 2.
For this evaluation we consider the average miscorrection
rate across ten different (136,128) on-die SEC and (72,64)
in-controller SECDED implementations. We evaluate for
different access protocols; x64 means all 64-bits of SECDED
dataword come from the same DRAM chip while x4 means
there are 16 DRAM chips and each DRAM chips sends 4bits per beat of memory transaction. For a BER of 10−4 , the
probability of silent data corruption in the case of x16 data
access protocol is non-negligible and can happen once every
3 million 64-bit accesses. As the data width per chip reduces,
the SDC probability decreases. This is because the probability
of a DBE, along with the miscorrected bit, aligning perfectly
within the same beat boundary reduces with decrease in beat
width. Without on-die SEC, the SDC probability, however, is
0 since all double-bit errors within the DRAM array, irrespective of location, would not get miscorrected and would be
flagged as DUE by the in-controller SECDED decoder. Thus,
while the SEC code does not help with detecting or correcting
the double-bit errors in any scenario, it causes miscorrection
and turns upto 25% of these DBE events into SDC.

A. On-die SEC-COMET ECC
In this work we exploit the data transfer protocol in
DRAMs to take care of SDCs. As shown in Figure 3, if all
the three erroneous bits in the 136-bit codeword do not get
transferred and decoded in the memory controller in the same
beat, the SECDED decoder will not encounter a triple-bit
error and SDC can be avoided. Thus, the on-die SEC has to be
constructed such that the miscorrection from any DBE within
a single beat gets steered to a bit position that belongs to a different transfer beat. This will ensure that the three erroneous
bits never coincide in the same 72-bit SECDED codeword.
In order to achieve this property in a (136, 128) SEC code,
within every beat transfer boundary, the sum of any two
columns in the parity check H matrix should not be equal
to a third column in the same set.
Step-by-step code construction and mathematical
guarantee: With 8-bits of parity per 128-bits of dataword,
the COMET-SEC additional constraint can be satisfied when
designing the SEC code for any data transfer protocol as
long as the beat transfer boundary (N) consists of 64-bits (64
columns) or less. When constructing the 8×136 parity check
matrix H, we can choose the 136 8-bit columns from 128
odd-weight and 127 even-weight non-zero options. The DBEinduced miscorrection happens when the sum of two columns
is equal to a third column in the H matrix. Either all these
three columns would have even weights or two of them would
have odd weights and the third would have even weight. Thus,
the two aliasing sets possible are: (1) (odd, odd, even), (2)
(even, even, even). If we could construct the H matrix with
all odd weight columns then no pair of columns would sum
up to a third column and there would be no DBE-induced
miscorrection. However, we do not have enough odd-weight
columns for the entire matrix. Hence, when constructing the
H matrix for our proposed SEC-COMET code for an xN
DRAM architecture, we use a two-step approach.

IV. D ESIGNING ECC TO E LIMINATE SDC
In today’s DDR or LPDDR based systems, during every
read operation, the data that is read into the memory controller
is typically striped across multiple DRAM dies. Each xN
DRAM die sends N-bits data in parallel during each beat of
memory transfer to construct the 72-bit controller codeword.
But inside each DRAM chip, the SEC decoding is performed
on a much larger 128-bit dataword. Only a part of this 128bit data is accessed by the memory controller per read (see
Figure 3). This mean that the dataword of on-die ECC gets
striped across multiple in-controller SECDED codewords.
This has significant implications on SDC probability. The
DBE probability in a 128-bit word and the SEC-induced
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Figure 3: Example showing how steering the miscorrected bit to a different beat transfer boundary during SEC decoding
prevents the SECDED decoder from encountering the problematic triple-bit error within the same 72-bit codeword.

with the knowledge of the SEC code used in the memory
device. A recent work [34] has proposed an efficient way of
reverse engineering the exact on-die SEC implementation.
Once we know the SEC code, we will know all the bit
positions pairs (H column pairs) that lead to a miscorrection
(sum of columns equal to third column) within the same
beat transfer boundary. These are the triplets that eventually
can lead to SDC. We first list all such bit positions triplets.
In Hexample provided in Section III-A, one such bit position
triplet is: positions 1, 2 and 4. This is because sum of columns
1 and 2 equal to column 4 and all three bit positions lie
within the same beat transfer boundary. For every triplet, we
then calculate all possible corresponding bit positions in the
SECDED dataword. For example, in an x8 DRAM architecture, bits 1, 2, and 4 in the SEC dataword can correspond to
any of the following bit positions (in their respective order)
in the SECDED dataword (spanning 8 DRAM chips):
• Bits 1, 2 and 4 - Chip 1
• Bits 9, 10 and 12 - Chip 2
• ....
• Bits 57, 58 and 60 - Chip 8
This is because the 64-bit SECDED dataword that is
decoded in the memory controller in each beat spans across
8 DRAM chips. Hence, bit 1 of the SEC dataword from chip
1 would be bit 1 of the SECDED dataword, but bit 1 of the
SEC dataword from chip 2 would be bit 9 of the SECDED
dataword. The same is true for the rest of the DRAM chips.
We need to consider positions corresponding to all DRAM
chips since they all would use the same on-die SEC code.
Now let us consider the example shown in Figure 4. A
DBE affects bits 1, 2 in chip 2 and bit 4 gets miscorrected by
the SEC decoder. Post data transfer, this translates to triple-bit
error in bit positions 9, 10 and 12 in the SECDED codeword.
This becomes an SDC since the sum of these columns in the
SECDED H matrix is equal to another column (column 63
in the example). The decoder flips bit 63, declares the error
correction as a success, and sends the corrupted data over to
the processor. In order to prevent this SDC from happening
in a system with this particular on-die SEC code, the
SECDED parity check matrix has to be designed such that

Figure 4: Example showing SDC occurring due to
miscorrection introduced by on-die ECC. We have considered
the SEC construction provided in Section III-A where the sum
of columns 1 and 2 in the Hexample matrix is equal to column 4.

Out of the 128 odd weight columns, we use the single
weighted columns for the last 8 identity sub-matrix
columns. We use the remaining 120 odd-weight options for
the first min(128−N,120) columns. None of these columns
would have the problem of aliasing since they are all odd.
• For the remaining X = max(N,8) locations, we use only
even weight columns. We randomly choose a bit position
(say bit 0) and set it to ‘1’ for all X columns. If bit 0 for
all X columns is ‘1’, then the sum of any pair of columns
cannot equal a third column in this set as bit 0 of the sum
would always be ‘0’.
The total
number


of such
 even weight columns possible
= 71 + 73 + 75 + 77 = 64. Therefore, N can be as
wide as 64 (largest possible factor of 128). Thus, on-die
SEC-COMET code can be constructed for x4 to x64
DRAMs that can guarantee no silent data corruption. Note
that this SEC-COMET construction requires no knowledge
of the in-controller SECDED code.
B. In-controller SECDED-COMET ECC
Now we ask the question: In case the DRAM device does
not implement our proposed on-die SEC-COMET ECC provided in Section IV-A, can we still tackle the problem of SDCs
from the memory controller side? In this section we provide a
technique to redesign the in-controller SECDED code, albeit
•
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the sum of all the sets of columns corresponding to the bit
positions listed above do not match with any of the columns
in the rest of the H matrix. To construct such an H matrix,
we first assign any three 8-bit non-zero values to columns
1, 2 and 4. We then store the sum of these three columns in
a don’t-use list. For the next set of three columns (9, 10 and
12), we again choose three random non-zero values that do
not equal the value stored in the don’t-use list. We then sum
these three columns and append the sum to the don’t-use
list. We continue the process for the rest of the columns.
The process has to be repeated for all bit triplets in
the SEC dataword that lead to three-bit errors in the final
SECDED codeword. Once all bit triplets are covered,
the remaining SECDED H-matrix columns are randomly
assigned 8-bit values that do not match anything stored in
the don’t-use list. For a given SEC code and system memory
architecture, for every bit/column triplet in the SECDED
H matrix that can cause SDC, the sum of the columns has
to be such that it equals no other column in the H matrix.
Using this technique, given the exact SEC implementation
and the system architecture, it is possible to construct the
SECDED code that would guarantee prevention of SDCs
when double-bit errors happen.

columns, the sum of every pair of columns within that set
should be unique. For a (136, 128) SEC code, the maximum
value of x (that is also a factor of 128) for which this can
be possible is 16. I.e., a valid SEC-COMET-DBC code can
be constructed for x4, x8, x16 DRAM chips but not for x32.
This is because, for every pair of columnsto generate a
unique syndrome in a set of 32 columns, 32
2 = 496 unique
syndromes are required. This is not possible with 8-bits.
For such a SEC code, when a double-bit error occurs in bit
positions that belong to the same x-bit chunk, the generated
syndrome and the chunk position can be used to figure out
the exact DBE locations. The syndrome is generated by the
SEC decoder, but for the correction mechanism to work, the
errors also have to be localized to the exact x-bit chunk which
the SEC decoder is unable to do. For this localization we will
exploit the memory data access architecture and utilize information from the in-controller SECDED decoder. For example,
in a standard x8 DDR based ECC DIMM, the beat transfer
width per chip is 8 and therefore, we use x = 8 in the (136,
128) SEC-COMET-DBC code. Now when a DBE happens
within the same 8-bit chunk in one of the DRAM chips, the
beat in which the decoder flags a DUE will help to point to the
8-bit chunk position where the DBE has occurred. Next, we
discuss how this information can be sent to the DRAM chips
and the the DBE correction flow. For better understanding
we explain the mechanism using a x8 DDR architecture.

V. COMET D OUBLE - BIT E RROR C ORRECTION
As mentioned previously, on-die ECC adds 6.25% parity
storage overhead without improving error correction capability. Previous studies have shown that there is almost no difference in reliability between DIMMs with 8 chips that have only
on-die ECC and DIMMs with 9 chips that support both on-die
ECC and rank-level in-controller SECDED ECC [28]. Thus,
the two disjoint ECC schemes together do not reduce the
overall system failure probability. Instead we have shown that,
if one of them is not carefully designed, it causes additional
SDCs. So we next try to answer the question: Can we achieve
better reliability from the two codes while keeping the two
code types the same and their constructions independent?
In this section, we show how DBE correction can be
achieved with no extra parity overhead using the redundancy
built within the two codes. We add one more constraint to the
on-die SEC code construction and devise a controller-device
collaborative correction mechanism to get nearly perfect
double-bit error correction. It is important to note that even
though the collaborative technique requires controller-device
communication using a special command, the two ECC
codes can be designed completely independently and does
not require any special in-controller SECDED construction.
A. Constructing on-die SEC code to enable Double-bit
Error Correction (SEC-COMET-DBC)
In order to enable detection and correction of DBEs using
syndrome matching we need to ensure that the sum of any
pair of columns in the parity check matrix H generates a
unique syndrome. However, with just 8-bit redundancy for
a 128-bit dataword, this can be achieved only for a small
subset of columns. We add a constraint to SEC-COMET
code construction from Section IV-A to construct the
SEC-COMET-DBC code: for every set of x consecutive

B. Collaborative DBE Correction
1) Detecting the DBE beat
Let us look at all the possible ways a double-bit error can
happen in a 136-bit codeword in a particular DRAM chip
and the possible outcomes after the on-die and in-controller
decoding.
• Case 1: The two error bit positions are in two different
8-bit chunks and the miscorrected bit (if any) belongs to
a third chunk. As a result the erroneous bits get decoded
in the memory controller in separate beats. In each of
these beats, the SECDED decoder flags a CE and corrects
the error. Eventually all the erroneous bits get corrected
and no DUE gets flagged.
• Case 2: The two error bit positions are in two different
8-bit chunks and the miscorrected bit falls in the same
chunk with one of the error bits. Now one 8-bit chunk
that has two errors and one has single-bit error. The
in-controller SECDED decoder will flag a CE when it
decodes the chunk with SBE but will flag a DUE when
the 8-bit chunk with two error bits is decoded.
• Case 3: The two error bit positions are in the same 8-bit
chunk. The SEC-COMET constraint (provided in Section IV-A) will ensure that the miscorrected bit lands in a
different 8-bit chunk. Thus, after SEC decoding the 128-bit
dataword either has one 8-bit chunk with two errors (in the
case of no miscorrection) or has an additional 8-bit chunk
with a single-bit error. The SECDED decoder will flag a
DUE when the 8-bit chunk with two error bits is decoded.
Let us consider the example shown in Figure 3 (Case 3).
A DBE occurs in DRAM chip 1 in bits 1 and 2. Because of
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our improved SEC construction (shown on the right), it is
ensured that the SEC decoder would steer the miscorrection
to a different 8-bit chunk (in this example the miscorrected bit
is 9). Therefore, during the first beat of memory transaction,
the SECDED decoder flags a DUE, while in the second beat
it flags a CE and corrects bit 9. The memory controller uses
a special error correction command to send the original read
command address and the beat number in which the DUE was
flagged to the DRAMs. The SECDED decoder cannot localize
the DBE to a particular chunk in the codeword. Therefore, the
double-bit error could have occurred in any of the 9 DRAM
chips. Every DRAM chip receives the information that there
might be a DBE in the first 8-bits of its 128-bit SEC dataword.

the data to the DRAM controller. It will not be able to localize
and correct the second error position within that 8-bit chunk.
Considering the rest of the DRAM chips had zero syndrome,
they send their unmodified data over in the same beat. Since
the erroneous chip could only correct one bit, the overall data
still has one-bit of error that SECDED will be able to correct.
3) Final Correction within the memory controller
The final correction step in the DRAM controller involves
multiple rounds of SECDED decoding of the corrected
data. This is to provision for the rare cases where DBE
in one chip coincides with SBEs in other chips within
the same 8-bit chunk. In that case, multiple DRAM chips
would see non-zero syndromes that match with one of the
columns in the target set. All these DRAMs would send data
uncorrected corrupted data that would need to be filtered
out on the memory controller side.
Once the controller receives the new 72-bit codeword from
the DRAMs, it compares it with the one it had received during
the original read. In the ideal case where only a single DRAM
chip has DBE and no other chip has made any corrections,
the two codewords would differ by one/two bits within a
particular 8-bit boundary corresponding to the erroneous chip.
However, in the rare case where multiple DRAM chips send
modified data, the controller, post comparison, would find bit
flips in more than one 8-bit chunk. The four possible multipleerroneous-chip scenarios are shown in Figure 5 where one
chip has a DBE and the other chip has a SBE. To prevent
miscorrection and silent data corruption, the controller accepts
changes corresponding to each chip (i.e., each 8-bit chunk)
one at a time and sends the new data through the decoder.
Let’s say chips 1 and 8 send new data. The controller will first
accept the change from chip 1, keep the old data from chip
8 and send the entire 64-bit data through the decoder. Then
it will revert chip 1’s change, accept the new data from chip
8 and send this new 64-bit data through the decoder. If one
of these two cases result in zero syndrome (scenarios b and
d), the controller declares the corresponding data as correct
and moves ahead. If both cases return a non-zero syndrome
but in one case the decoder detects and corrects a SBE and
in the other case the decoder detects a DUE (scenario c), the
controller declares the data corresponding to the first case
as correct and moved ahead. If both cases result in non-zero
syndrome with the decoder detecting an SBE (scenario a),
the controller panics and declares the error uncorrectable.
This rare scenario arises when DBE Case 2 (explained in
Section V-B1) occurs in one chip and an SBE in another chip.
The likelihood of this uncorrectable case is ∼1 in 300,000
DBEs. I.e., COMET achieves 99.9997% double-bit error
correction. The step-by-step correction mechanism of DBEs
by COMET is shown in Figure 6. A similar correction
outcome is expected if there is link error instead of single-bit
error in the data signals of the other chips. The probability
of double-bit error striking two different DRAM chips
within the same beat transfer boundary is less than 2×10−10
with BER of 10−4 . Therefore, we only consider upto single
bit error in the other DRAM chips.

2) Correction within each DRAM chip
Once the memory controller sends the special double-bit
error correction command with the beat number, each DRAM
chip checks the original SEC syndrome. We assume that
the special DBE correction command immediately follows
the original READ command. Therefore, the DRAM chips
only need to store the last generated 8-bit syndrome and the
32-bit/64-bit data that was last read. Storing the original data
has negligible overhead but prevents an extra ACTIVATE
during correction and possible change in error signature in
case of closed page policy. If the syndrome was zero, the
DRAM knows that the DBE did not occur in its codeword.
In our example (Figure 3), all DRAMs except chip 1 would
have generated a zero syndrome. If the syndrome is non-zero,
the correction mechanism within the chip tries to match the
syndrome with one of the H matrix columns in the 8-column
set that corresponds to the received beat number. In this case,
DRAM chip 1 tries to match the syndrome against columns 18 (beat 1) in the H matrix. We know that the miscorrected bit
position is 9. Therefore, the generated syndrome would match
with column 9. Since, this column falls outside the target set,
the matching is unsuccessful. The decoder moves on to the
next step where it matches the generated syndrome with the
sum of every pair of columns from the target set. Because
of our improved SEC construction, every pair of columns
should sum up to a unique value. The pair of columns whose
sum equals the generated syndrome (in this example it will
be columns 1 and 2) represent the erroneous bit positions.
The decoder would flip those two bits and send the corrected
data over the DRAM bus to the memory controller. The rest
of the DRAM chips would not take any action since they
had zero syndrome and send the original 8-bit data.
While the example depicts Case 3, let’s look at what happens in Case 2. In this scenario, the original double-bit errors
are in two separate beat transfer chunks. But the miscorrected
bit lands in the same 8-bit chunk as one of the two errors.
Let’s say this is the second 8-bit chunk. Thus, the SECDED
controller flags DUE in the second beat and sends this information to the DRAM chips. When the erroneous chip matches
the generated syndrome against columns 9 to 16 in the H
matrix, it sees that the syndrome matches with the column corresponding to the miscorrected bit position. In this case, the
DRAM chip would only flip that particular bit and send over
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Figure 5: The different scenarios possible when one chip has double-bit error and another chip has single bit error that aligns
in a way leading to multiple DRAM chips modifying data during DBE correction

For example, A[2:0] = “010” would send beat number 2 first
followed by beats 3, 0, 1, 6, 7, 4, 5, while A[2:0] = “101”
would send beat 5 first followed by beats 6, 7, 4, 1, 2, 3, 0.
The same address bits can be used in our special command
to denote the target beat in which DUE had occurred and
the DRAM device would correct and send data accordingly.
Similarly, in LPDDR4 protocol [13], [20], C[4:0] of the
10-bit column address (C0 to C9) is used to determine the
beat ordering during read operation and can be re-purposed
in our special command to send the target beat number. Also,
both protocols support burst chop, which allows the DRAM
devices to send reduced number of beats during the memory
transaction. Since we need only a single beat post correction
from the DRAMs, the special command can enable burst
chop. In DDR4, BC n is set to LOW for a burst size of 4
beats instead of the standard 8 beats. In LPDDR4, the CA5
pin in the first cycle can be set to LOW for the shortest burst
length. For DRAM devices that do not guarantee the COMETSEC-DBC construction, the special command to correct
double-bit errors can be turned off in the memory controller.

Figure 6: Step-by-step COMET double-bit error correction
mechanism.

C. Implementation of COMET command
The DBE correction mechanism in COMET requires
the controller to send a special correction command to the
DRAMs to initiate the on-die correction. This command will
need to send the exact beat number during which the DUE
was flagged along with the rest of the column address. In
DDR4/LPDDR4 standards, there are typically one or more
spare command sequences that are reserved for future use
(RFU). One such RFU command sequence can be used to
support this special command.
In Table I we have listed a command sequence for DDR4
and LPDDR4 protocols that can be used for COMET
DBE correction. In DDR4 it will be a single cycle single
command sent on the rising edge of the clock while in
LPDDR4 it will be a multi-cycle multi-command sent on
successive rising clock edges like their standard read/write
operations. In DDR4, address bits A[2:0] determine how
the beats would be ordered when sending the data from a
particular column address [19], [27] during a read operation.

VI. R ESULTS
A. Reliability Evaluation
We evaluate the impact of double-bit errors and silent
data corruption caused by these errors on system-level
reliability through a comprehensive error injection study.
While, in most cases, SDCs corrupt the final result or
lead to unexpected crashes and hangs during the run of
an application, some SDCs might get masked and would
eventually have no impact on the final output. Since COMET
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Table I: COMET DBE Correction Command Sequence in DDR4 and LPDDR4 protocols
DDR4
Signals

Prev. CKE
/Pres. CKE

CS n

ACT n

RAS n/A16

CAS n/A15

WE n/A14

A[13, 11]

H

L

H

L

H

H

Valid Signal

BG[1:0]

BA[1:0]

C[2:0]

A12/BC n

A10/AP

A[2:0]

A[9:3]

BG

BA

Valid Signal

L

L

Target Beat number

Column Address

Clock Edge

CS

CA0

CA1

CA2

CA3

CA4

CA5

R1

H

L

H

L

H

L

BL (L)

R2

L

BA0

BA1

BA2

C0 (Target Beat)

C9

C1 (Target Beat)

R1

H

L

H

L

H

H

C8

R2

L

C2 (Target Beat)

C3 (Target Beat)

C4 (Target Beat)

C5

C6

C7

Clock Edge

COMET special
Signals

R1

COMET special

LPDDR4
Signals
COMET special-1

COMET special-2

ensures that none of the double-bit errors result in SDC,
our objective is to understand the severity of on-die ECC
induced SDCs in the event of a double-bit error without
COMET in order to evaluate the usefulness of COMET.
We selected a random implementation of a (136, 128) SEC
on-die code that obeys the basic constraints of a Hamming
code and only ensures single-bit error correction. For the
in-controller ECC, we selected a conventional (72, 64) Hsiao
SECDED code [18] that is known to be widely used. Since approximation tolerant applications are expected to mask SDCs
and be least impacted by them, we used benchmarks from
the AxBench suite [44] for this study. Any standard approximation intolerant application is expected to strictly benefit
more from COMET. We built AxBench against GNU/Linux
for the open-source 64-bit RISC-V (RV64G) instruction set
v2.0 [43] using the official tools [30]. Each benchmark is
executed on top of the RISC-V proxy kernel [41] using the
Spike simulator [42] that we modified to inject errors. We
use our modified version of Spike to run each benchmark to
completion 5000 times. During each run, a load operation
is randomly chosen and a double-bit error is injected in a
128-bit word. The 128-bit SEC code decodes the erroneous
codeword first, followed by the (72, 64) SECDED decoder.
The chosen SEC and SECDED decoder combination has an
overall 20.65% probability (average calculated across 100,000
random 136-bit codewords) of not flagging a DUE and
resulting in a DBE-induced SDC because of miscorrections.
We observe the effects on program behavior for the cases
where DUE is not flagged and, therefore, corrupted data is
sent over to the processor. The results are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: The impact of on-die ECC induced SDC (when
running without SEC-COMET/SECDED-COMET) in the
event of double-bit error on the program behavior when
running applications from the AxBench suite.

B. Effectiveness of COMET Double-bit Error Correction
We evaluate the reliability of a system with 128GB DRAM
with three different error correction schemes: no on-die ECC,
standard SEC ECC and SEC-COMET-DBC scheme. We used
fault simulator MEMRES [40] with real world field data from
[37] and [40]. We took into account scaling induced bit
error rate of 10−4 for this study. Our system has 2 channels,
each containing dual ranked DIMM of 64GB capacity with
18 x8 DRAMs. In all three systems we have considered
in-controller SECDED protection. We perform Monte Carlo
simulations for a 5 year period and consider both undetected
as well as detected-but-uncorrectable errors as system failures.
For details on each failure mode, we refer the reader to [40].
Overall, we see that adding on-die SEC coding significantly
helps in improving device failure by 35% over the system
without any on-die coding. The main failure mode that on-die
ECC takes care of is single bit permanent fault intersecting
with a single-bit transient fault(SBT) in the array or the bus.
The SBT in the array is taken care of by the occasional
scrubbing that is enabled in the DRAMs. With scrubbing enabled, the DRAM dies, when idle, occasionally activate rows,
check for errors in the row using the on-die SEC mechanism,
correct (if possible) and write the data back. The intersection
with bus faults is taken care by the on-die and in-controller
ECCs. With COMET-SEC-DBC, we can achieve a 8.2%
reduction in system faults over standard SEC, which translates
to more than 150 lesser failures per year. This improvement
in memory resiliency comes from double-bit correction which
helps to reduce single-row failures and single-word failures.

Overall, without COMET, on an average, ∼80% of the
double-bit errors are flagged as DUE while less than 2%
of the times the resulting SDC gets successfully masked by
the application. ∼12%, on an average, result in erroneous
output with a non-negligible impact on output quality and
for the rest of the cases, the program either hangs or crashes.
SEC-COMET or SECDED-COMET code constructions
completely eliminate SDCs converting the unwanted output
errors or crashes in the 18% of cases to more acceptable
DUEs. SEC-COMET-DBC corrects nearly all of these
double-bit errors, i.e., 98% point improvement in DBE
reliability (no improvement in the 2% cases where the
application masks the SDC caused by DBE).
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Table II: Synthesis Results for Different x8 SEC Decoder
Implementations in Commercial 28nm Library
165

SEC-COMET-DBC
(x8)
170

SEC-COMET-DBC
(x16)
170

318.168
508
1.93E-05

328.374
517
2.09E-05

332.91
520
2.12E-05

SEC-random

SEC-best case

Gate Count

168

Area (µm2 )
Latency (ps)
Power (W)

331.452
512
2.12E-05

for the DBE correction. We evaluated the DDR4-2400-x8
memory configuration with a 64b data channel for 2-billion
instructions. The overall performance impact was less than
0.8% compared to an oracular case with no memory errors.
This is because one additional memory read every 17k reads
is still rare and has negligible impact on queuing delay and
overall execution time. Of course, the impact on overall
performance reduces with reduction in BER (<0.1% for
BER of 10−8 ). Note that, in absence of SEC-COMET-DBC,
these DBEs would require frequent checkpoint-recovery,
the performance cost of which is extraordinarily high (30
minutes to restore a checkpoint [38]).

C. Impact on Encoder/Decoder Area, Energy and Latency
COMET code constructions do not require additional
redundancy bits. But the encoder and decoder circuitry
overheads varies based on the exact code implementation. The
added constraints in COMET do not allow simplifications
that could be done in other SEC codes to reduce
encoder/decoder overheads. In order to evaluate our
proposed SEC code overheads, we synthesized few different
SEC implementations along with our construction using
a commercial 28nm library. 1 We considered the SEC
code with the minimum possible sum of the weight of the
columns in the parity check matrix H as the most efficient
implementation in terms of gate count. We also compared
against a random SEC implementation which satisfies the
basic Hamming code constraints required for single error
correction. Based on the results in Table II, we see that
the difference in area (<5%), latency (<2.5%) and power
(<9.7%) among the different SEC decoders is minimal and
negligible. Furthermore, on-die ECC consumes a very small
fraction of the overall DRAM active power (∼5-7% [4]).

VII. D ISCUSSION AND R ELATED W ORK
A. Independent design of on-die and in-controller codes
All three COMET schemes proposed allow within-DRAM
SBE correction that is invisible to the rest of the system.
Two of the schemes (SEC-COMET and SEC-COMET-DBC)
allow independent code constructions by DRAM and CPU
vendors. SEC-COMET and SEC-COMET-DBC require the
DRAM vendors to add constraint(s) while constructing the
on-die SEC. But the CPU vendors can design any SECDED
code independently without requiring any knowledge of
the on-die SEC implementation. We proposed in-controller
SECDED-COMET for the case where SEC-COMET
construction is not guaranteed by the DRAM vendor.
SECDED-COMET guarantees protection from DBE-induced
SDCs only for those DRAMs that have the on-die SEC
implementation used for SECDED-COMET construction.

D. Performance Impact of COMET schemes
SEC-COMET/SECDED-COMET has no performance
impact. SEC-COMET-DBC incurs additional latency only
when a double-bit error occurs. In a system using x8
DDRx protocol based DRAMs with an elevated bit error
rate of 10−4 and on-die (136, 128)SEC-COMET-DBC
mechanism, a double-bit error in a 572-bit memory line
that causes the (72,64)SECDED decoder to flag a DUE can
happen once every ∼17,000 read operations. This is the
probability of DBE occurring within a 136-bit SEC dataword
where both error bits are either in the same 8-bit chunk
belonging to the 64-bit half that is read from the chip or the
mis-corrected bit coincides with one of the two erroneous
bits. Only in this rare case, SEC-COMET-DBC uses
additional cycles to correct the DBE. For all other read/write
operations, SEC-COMET-DBC’s encoding/decoding latency
is comparable to any other on-die SEC code.
To evaluate SEC-COMET-DBC’s DBE correction
mechanism’s impact on performance, we used cycle based
simulation of 18 SPEC CPU 2017 benchmarks [1], 8 Parsec
benchmarks [6] and 4 applications from the GAP suite [5]
on the Gem5 simulator [7]. These are the applications that
we could successfully compile and run using Gem5. We used
a 2GHz single-core processor with a private 32KB I-cache,
64KB D-cache, shared 512KB L2 cache and shared 2MB L3
cache. For once every 17000 read operations, we doubled the
read latency and added worst-case 9 memory cycle penalty

B. Why Not Use Stronger On-die Codes?
SECDED code [18] has the ability to detect double-bit
errors, not correct them. Having on-die SECDED would
prevent DBE-induced miscorrections. However, as DRAM
vendors prefer check bits in multiples of 8 [32], the on-die
ECC would be (72, 64)SECDED. This would double the
parity storage overhead from 6.25% in (136, 128) SEC to
12.5%. Even after doubling the parity overhead, the code
will only be capable of avoiding miscorrections due to DBE,
it will not be able to correct the DBE. Our proposed COMET
schemes have the same parity overhead (6.25%) as today’s
on-die SEC code while eliminating all DBE-induced SDCs
and correcting almost all (99.9997%) DBEs. Thus, there is
absolutely no advantage for using 2x higher parity overhead
SECDED over COMET-SEC and hence, is not practical
for DRAM manufacturers to prefer SECDED over SECCOMET/SEC-COMET-DBC. On the other hand, double error
correcting requires twice the number of parity bits per 128-bit
of dataword while also significantly increasing the latency,
area and power overhead of the encoder/decoder circuitry. As
a result it would negate some of the density scaling benefits.
C. Why Not Use Stronger In-controller ECC?
Using a double-error correcting, triple error detecting
(DECTED) scheme in the memory controller will require
additional storage and data lines to transfer the extra parity
bits. For every 64-bits of dataword, DECTED requires 7
extra parity bits as compared to SECDED. In some high

1 Though DRAM technology is different compared to logic technology,
the comparison between different implementations should still hold.
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Table III: Comparison of different COMET schemes with past works
On-die SEC + in-controller SECDED
SEC-COMET
SECDED-COMET
SEC-COMET-DBC
XED [28]
DUO VRT [15]
DUO SDDC [15]
Minimal Aliasing SEC [32]

On-die ECC check bits
per 128b dataword
8
8
8
8
16
8

In-controller ECC check bits
per 64b dataword
8
8
8
8
8
4
12
-

Two codes designed
independently
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
-

performance, high-reliability expensive systems today, single
symbol correcting, double symbol detecting (SSCDSD, also
known as Chipkill) coding is used to tolerate upto single chip
failures. However, the standard 4-bit symbol Chipkill code
used today can support only x4 DRAM chips [28]. In order
to use x8 DRAM, one data access will have to be split into
two, which will have a significant impact on performance.
Entire chip failures are very rare and, therefore, Chipkill
is considered an overkill in most systems today [28].
D. Comparison with Past Works
Several past works have proposed stronger memory reliability but most of them either do not improve on-die
ECC or incur overheads and require changes to the standard
protocol. Table III compares the COMET schemes with
some of the related works. XED [28] proposes using error
detection within each DRAM die and then exposing the
detection result to the in-controller code for correction. But
they assume that on-die codes implemented in today’s DRAM
have guaranteed double-error detection capability while in
most known cases [4], the on-die code only guarantees singleerror correction. Using the same code for multi-bit error
detection will not be effective as the code would miscorrect.
Besides, it does not support silent SBE correction within
DRAMs which is desired by DRAM vendors. Similarly,
DUO [15] also gets rid of on-die SBE correction and uses
those additional bits for stronger in-controller protection.
Thus, DRAM vendors cannot use DUO to improve yield.
Besides, it requires non-negligible changes to the existing
memory protocols. A recent work [32] highlights the aliasing
problem in SEC codes and provides a construction technique
that would result in minimal aliasing. However, their code
would still result in SDCs (average ∼5 percentage points
reduction in SDC probability when compared against 20
random SEC codes) when paired with in-controller SECDED
unlike COMET that completely gets rid of SDCs by carefully
steering the miscorrected bit. PAIR [21] uses on-die SECDED
that requires N on-die ECC decoding cycles for xN DRAM.
It ensures that each DQ bit comes from a separate codeword.
This incurs a significant latency overhead and is not feasible
for larger data width (x16/x32). Besides, it requires an
additional signal to transfer the multi-bit error detection information. Other proposed reliability techniques like BambooECC [24] uses large ECC symbols and codewords to provide
stronger protection while incurring performance overhead.
ArchShield [29] provides protection against single-bit scaling
induced errors but requires storing of fault maps within the
DRAMs that would need to be updated in-field that requires
running full array testing using a Built-In Self Test (BIST)
engine. CiDRA [36] proposes using on-die ECC to provide

Memory protocol
unchanged
Yes
Yes
Yes
Special command
Yes
Extra bursts per access
Extra bursts per access
Yes

Free of SDC
caused by DBE
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No (Reduced)

DBE correction
per 64-bit of data
No
No
No
Yes (99.9997%)
Yes
One per 512b access
Yes
No

SBE correction in DRAM
transparent to the system
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes

protection against multi-bit failures. However, it requires
large SRAM overheads that makes its usage prohibitive.
E. Accommodating Wider Data Widths
As mentioned previously in Sections IV-A and V-A,
with 8-bits of parity for 128-bits of dataword, SEC-COMET
(SEC-COMET-DBC) construction works upto per-chip beat
width of 64 (16) bits. For wider interfaces, COMET cannot
avoid SDCs or correct DBEs. To enable COMET, the 64-bit
SECDED dataword has to be formed using multiple 128-bit
SEC datawords. Therefore, within the DRAM chip, every
16-bits of the 64-bit data transferred needs to be a part of
a different 128-bit SEC dataword. Thus, a single write or
read command would require multiple rounds of on-die
SEC encoding and decoding. Typically, during a read/write
operation, an entire DRAM row gets activated into the
row buffer. The size of a DRAM row is usually few kBs
and therefore, contains multiple SEC datawords. Hence, to
enable COMET for wider per chip beat widths, the multiple
on-chip encoding and decoding can be done in parallel and
would not require multiple activations of DRAM rows.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
Aggressive technology scaling in modern DRAMs is
leading to a rapid increase in single-cell DRAM error rates.
As a result, DRAM manufacturers have started adopting ondie ECC mechanism in order to achieve reasonable yields.
The commonly used on-die SEC ECC scheme interacts with
in memory controller SECDED ECC, to unfortunately cause
silent data corruption in >25% of double-bit-error cases. To
prevent silent data corruption from happening, we introduce
COllaborative Memory ECC Technique (COMET), a mechanism to efficiently design the on-die SEC ECC or the incontroller SECDED ECC that steers the miscorrection to guarantee that no silent data corruption happens when a DBE occurs inside the DRAM. Further, we develop the SEC-COMETDBC on-die ECC code and a collaborative correction mechanism between the on-die and in-controller ECC decoders
that allow us to correct the majority of the DBEs within the
DRAM array without adding any additional redundancy bits
to either of the two codes. Overall, COMET can eliminate all
double-bit error induced SDCs and correct 99.9997% of all
DBEs with negligible area, power and performance impact.
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